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a b s t r a c t
Let A be a connected graded algebra and let E denote its Ext-algebra
⊕
i Ext
i
A(kA, kA). There
is a natural A∞-structure on E, andwe prove that this structure ismainly determined by the
relations of A. In particular, the coefficients of the A∞-productsmn restricted to the tensor
powers of Ext1A(kA, kA) give the coefficients of the relations of A. We also relate themn’s to
Massey products.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
Thenotions ofA∞-algebra andA∞-spacewere introduced by Stasheff in the 1960s [1]. Since then,more andmore theories
involving A∞-structures (and its cousins, E∞ and L∞) have been discovered in several areas of mathematics and physics.
Kontsevich’s talk [2] at the ICM 1994 on categorical mirror symmetry has had an influence in developing this subject. The
use of A∞-algebras in noncommutative algebra and the representation theory of algebras was introduced by Keller [3–5].
Recently the authors of this paper used theA∞-structure on the Ext-algebra Ext∗A(k, k) to study the non-Koszul Artin-Schelter
regular algebras A of global dimension four [6]. The information about the higher multiplications on Ext∗A(k, k) is essential
and very effective for this work.
Throughout let k be a commutative base field. The definition of an A∞-algebra will be given in Section 1. Roughly
speaking, an A∞-algebra is a graded vector space E equipped with a sequence of ‘‘multiplications’’ (m1,m2,m3, . . .): m1
is a differential, m2 is the usual product, and the higher mn’s are homotopies which measure the degree of associativity of
m2. An associative algebra E (concentrated in degree 0) is an A∞-algebra with multiplications mn = 0 for all n 6= 2, so
sometimes we write an associative algebra as (E,m2). A differential graded (DG) algebra (E, d) has multiplication m2 and
derivationm1 = d; this makes it into an A∞-algebra withmn = 0 for n ≥ 3, and so it could be written as (E,m1,m2).
Let A be a connected graded algebra, and let kA be the right trivial A-module A/A≥1. The Ext-algebra
⊕
i≥0 Ext
i
A(kA, kA)
of A is the homology of a DG algebra, and hence by a theorem of Kadeishvili, it is equipped with an A∞-algebra structure.
Note that this A∞-algebra structure is only unique up to A∞-isomorphism, not on the nose. We use Ext∗A(kA, kA) to denote
both the usual associative Ext-algebra and the Ext-algebra with any choice for its A∞-structure. By [7, Ex. 13.4] there is a
graded algebra A such that the associative algebra Ext∗A(kA, kA) does not contain enough information to recover the original
algebra A; on the other hand, the information from the A∞-algebra Ext∗A(kA, kA) is sufficient to recover A. This is the point of
Theorem A, and this process of recovering the algebra from its Ext-algebra is one of the main tools used in [6].
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We need some notation in order to state the theorem.We say that a graded vector space V =⊕ Vi is locally finite if each
Vi is finite-dimensional. Wewrite the graded k-linear dual of V as V#. As our notation has so far indicated, we use subscripts
to indicate the grading on A and related vector spaces. Also, the grading on A induces a bigrading on Ext. We write the usual,
homological, grading with superscripts, and the second, induced, grading with subscripts.
Let m = ⊕i≥1 Ai be the augmentation ideal of A. Let Q = m/m2 be the graded vector space of generators of A. The
relations in A naturally sit inside the tensor algebra on Q . In Section 4 we choose a vector space embedding of each graded
piece As into the tensor algebra on Q : a map
As ↪→
(⊕
m≥1
Q⊗m
)
s
,
which splits the multiplication map, and this choice affects how we choose the minimal generating set of relations. See
Lemma 5.2 and the surrounding discussion for more details.
Theorem A. Let A be a connected graded locally finite algebra. Let Q = m/m2 be the graded vector space of generators of A. Let
R =⊕s≥2 Rs be a minimal graded space of relations of A, with Rs chosen so that
Rs ⊂
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i ⊂
(⊕
m≥2
Q⊗m
)
s
.
For each n ≥ 2 and s ≥ 2, let is : Rs → (⊕m≥2 Q⊗m)s be the inclusion map and let ins be the composite
Rs
is−→
(⊕
m≥2
Q⊗m
)
s
→ (Q⊗n)s.
Then there is a choice of A∞-algebra structures (m2,m3,m4, . . .) on E = Ext∗A(kA, kA) so that in any degree−s, themultiplication
mn of E restricted to (E1)⊗n−s is equal to the map
(ins )
# : ((E1)⊗n)−s = ((Q⊗n)s)# −→ R#s ⊂ E2−s.
In plain English, the multiplication mapsmn on classes in Ext1A(kA, kA) are determined by the relations in the algebra A.
Note that the space Q of generators need not be finite-dimensional—it only has to be finite-dimensional in each grading.
Thus the theorem applies to infinitely generated algebras like the Steenrod algebra.
The authors originally announced the result in the following special case; this was used heavily in [6].
Corollary B (Keller’s Higher-Multiplication Theorem in the Connected Graded Case). Let A be a connected graded algebra, finitely
generated in degree 1. Let R =⊕n≥2 Rn be a minimal graded space of relations of A, chosen so that Rn ⊂ A1 ⊗ An−1 ⊂ A⊗n1 . For
each n ≥ 2, let in : Rn → A⊗n1 be the inclusion map and let i#n be its k-linear dual. Then there is a choice of A∞-algebra structures
(m2,m3,m4, . . .) on E = Ext∗A(kA, kA) so that the multiplication map mn of E restricted to (E1)⊗n is equal to the map
i#n : (E1)⊗n = (A#1 )⊗n −→ R#n ⊂ E2.
Keller has the same result for a different class of algebras; indeed, his result was the inspiration for Theorem A. His
result applies to algebras the form k∆/I where ∆ is a finite quiver and I is an admissible ideal of k∆; this was stated in [8,
Proposition 2] without proof. This class of algebras includes those in Corollary B, but since the algebra A in Theorem A need
not be finitely generated, that theorem is not a special case of Keller’s result. A version of Corollary B was also proved in a
recent paper by He and Lu [9] forN-graded algebras A = A0⊕A1⊕· · · with A0 = k⊕n for some n ≥ 1, andwhich are finitely
generated by A0 ⊕ A1. Their proof was based on the one here (see [9, page 356]).
Here is an outline of the paper. We review the definitions of A∞-algebras and Adams grading in Section 1. In Section 2
we discuss Kadeishvili’s and Merkulov’s results about the A∞-structure on the homology of a DG algebra. In Section 3 we
use Merkulov’s construction to show that the A∞-multiplication maps mn compute Massey products, up to a sign — see
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary A.5 for details. In Section 4 the bar construction is described: the dual of the bar construction is
a DG algebra whose homology is Ext, and so leads to an A∞-structure on Ext algebras. Then we give a proof of Theorem A
in Section 5, and in Section 6 we give a few examples. Finally, there is an Appendix in which we prove that Merkulov’s
construction is in some sense ubiquitous among A∞-algebras; this Appendix was inspired by a comment from the referee.
This paper began as an Appendix in [6].
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1. Definitions
In this section we review the definition of an A∞-algebra and discuss grading systems. Other basic material about A∞-
algebras can be found in Keller’s paper [5]. Some examples of A∞-algebras related to ring theory were given in [7]. Here is
Stasheff’s definition.
Definition 1.1 ([1, Part II, Definitions 2.1]). An A∞-algebra over a base field k is a Z-graded vector space
A =
⊕
p∈Z
Ap
endowed with a family of graded k-linear maps
mn : A⊗n → A, n ≥ 1,
of degree 2− n satisfying the following Stasheff identities:∑
(−1)r+stmu(id⊗r ⊗ms ⊗ id⊗t) = 0 (SI(n))
for all n ≥ 1, where the sum runs over all decompositions n = r + s + t (r, t ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1), and where u = r + 1 + t .
Here, id denotes the identity map of A. Note that when these formulas are applied to elements, additional signs appear due
to the Koszul sign rule. Some authors also use the terminology strongly homotopy associative algebra (or sha algebra) for
A∞-algebra.
The degree ofm1 is 1 and the identity SI(1) ism1m1 = 0. This says thatm1 is a differential on A. The identity SI(2) is
m1m2 = m2(m1 ⊗ id+ id⊗m1)
as maps A⊗2 → A. So the differential m1 is a graded derivation with respect to m2. Note that m2 plays the role of
multiplication, although it may not be associative. The degree ofm2 is zero. The identity SI(3) is
m2(id⊗m2 −m2 ⊗ id) = m1m3 +m3(m1 ⊗ id⊗ id+ id⊗m1 ⊗ id+ id⊗ id⊗m1)
as maps A⊗3 → A. If either m1 or m3 is zero, then m2 is associative. In general, m2 is associative up to the chain homotopy
given bym3.
When n ≥ 3, the map mn is called a higher multiplication. We write an A∞-algebra A as (A,m1,m2,m3, . . .) to indicate
the multiplicationsmn. We also assume that every A∞-algebra in this paper contains an identity element 1 with respect to
the multiplicationm2 that satisfies the following strictly unital condition:
If n 6= 2 and ai = 1 for some i, thenmn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = 0.
In this case, 1 is called the strict unit or identity of A.
We are mainly interested in graded algebras and their Ext-algebras. The grading appearing in a graded algebra may be
different from the grading appearing in the definition of the A∞-algebra.We introduce the Adams grading for an A∞-algebra,
as follows. Let G be an Abelian group. (In this paper, Gwill always be free Abelian of finite rank.) Consider a bigraded vector
space
A =
⊕
p∈Z,i∈G
Api
where the upper index p is the grading appearing in Definition 1.1, and the lower index i is an extra grading, called the
G-Adams grading, or Adams grading if G is understood. We also write
Ap =
⊕
i∈G
Api and Ai =
⊕
p∈Z
Api .
The degree of a nonzero element in Api is (p, i), and the second degree is called the Adams degree. For an A∞-algebra A to have
an Adams grading, the map mn in Definition 1.1 must be of degree (2 − n, 0): each mn must preserve the Adams grading.
When A is an associative G-graded algebra A = ⊕i∈G Ai, we view A as an A∞-algebra (or a DG algebra) concentrated in
degree 0, viewing the given grading on A as the Adams grading. The Ext-algebra of a graded algebra is bigraded; the grading
inherited from the graded algebra is the Adams grading, and we keep using the lower index to denote the Adams degree.
Assume now that G = Z, since we are mainly interested in this case. Write
A≥n =
⊕
p≥n
Ap and A≥n =
⊕
i≥n
Ai,
and similarly for A≤n and A≤n. An A∞-algebra Awith a Z-Adams grading is called Adams connected if (a) A0 = k, (b) A = A≥0
or A = A≤0, and (c) Ai is finite-dimensional for all i. When G = Z × G0, we define Adams connected in the same way after
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omitting the G0-grading. If A is a connected graded algebra which is finite-dimensional in each degree, then it is Adams
connected when viewed as an A∞-algebra concentrated in degree 0.
The following result is a consequence of Theorem A, and it will be proved at the end of Section 5. There might be several
quasi-isomorphic A∞-structures on E := Ext∗A(kA, kA); we call these different structures models for the quasi-isomorphism
class of E.
Proposition 1.2. Let A be a Z⊕ G-Adams graded algebra, such that with respect to the Z-grading, A is locally finite. Then there
is an A∞-model for E such that the multiplications mn in Theorem A preserve the Z⊕ G grading.
2. Kadeishvili’s theorem and Merkulov’s construction
Let A and B be two A∞-algebras. Amorphism of A∞-algebras f : A→ B is a family of k-linear graded maps
fn : A⊗n → B, n ≥ 1,
of degree 1− n satisfying the following Stasheff morphism identities:∑
(−1)r+st fu(id⊗r ⊗ms ⊗ id⊗t) =
∑
(−1)wmq(fi1 ⊗ fi2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fiq) (MI(n))
for all n ≥ 1, where the first sum runs over all decompositions n = r + s+ t with s ≥ 1 and r, t ≥ 0, where u = r + 1+ t ,
and the second sum runs over all 1 ≤ q ≤ n and all decompositions n = i1 + · · · + iq with all is ≥ 1. The sign on the
right-hand side is given by
w = (q− 1)(i1 − 1)+ (q− 2)(i2 − 1)+ · · · + 2(iq−2 − 1)+ (iq−1 − 1).
When A and B have a strict unit (as we always assume), an A∞-morphism is also required to satisfy the following extra
unital morphism conditions:
f1(1A) = 1B
where 1A and 1B are the strict units of A and B respectively, and
fn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = 0
if n ≥ 2 and ai = 1A for some i.
If A and B have Adams gradings indexed by the same group, then the maps fi are required to preserve the Adams degree.
A morphism f is called a quasi-isomorphism if f1 is a quasi-isomorphism. A morphism is strict if fi = 0 for all i 6= 1. The
identity morphism is the strict morphism f such that f1 is the identity of A. When f is a strict morphism from A to B, then the
identity MI(n) becomes
f1mn = mn(f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f1).
A morphism f = (fi) is called a strict isomorphism if it is strict with f1 a vector space isomorphism.
Let A be an A∞-algebra. Its cohomology ring is defined to be
HA := kerm1/ imm1.
Themapm2 : A⊗A→ A induces an associative multiplication on HA. The following result, due to Kadeishvili [10], is a basic
and important property of A∞-algebras.
Theorem 2.1 ([10]). Let A be an A∞-algebra and let HA be the cohomology ring of A. There is an A∞-algebra structure on HA
with m1 = 0, m2 induced by the multiplication on A, and the higher multiplications constructed from the A∞-structure of A, such
that there is a quasi-isomorphism of A∞-algebras HA→ A lifting the identity of HA. This A∞-algebra structure on HA is unique
up to A∞-isomorphism.
Kadeishvili’s construction is very general. Wewould like to describe some specific A∞-structures that we can work with.
Merkulov constructed a special class of higher multiplications for HA in [11], in which the higher multiplications can be
defined inductively; this way, the A∞-structure can be described more explicitly, and hence used more effectively. For our
purposes we will describe a special case of Merkulov’s construction, assuming that A is a DG algebra.
Let A be a DG algebra with differential ∂ and multiplication ·. Denote by Bn and Zn the coboundaries and cocycles of An,
respectively. Then there are subspaces Hn and Ln such that
Zn = Bn ⊕ Hn
and
An = Zn ⊕ Ln = Bn ⊕ Hn ⊕ Ln. (2.1.1)
We will identify HA with
⊕
n H
n, or embed HA into A by cocycle-sections Hn ⊂ An. There are many different choices of Hn
and Ln.
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Note that if A has an Adams grading, then the decompositions above will be chosen to respect the Adams grading, and
all maps constructed below will preserve the Adams grading.
Let p = PrH : A→ A be the projection to H :=⊕n Hn, and let G : A→ A be a homotopy from idA to p. Hence we have
idA − p = ∂G + G∂ . The map G is not unique, and we want to choose G carefully, so we define it as follows: for every n,
Gn : An → An−1 is the map which satisfies
• Gn = 0 when restricted to Ln and Hn, and
• Gn = (∂n−1|Ln−1)−1 when restricted to Bn.
So the image of Gn is Ln−1. It follows that Gn+1∂n = PrLn and ∂n−1Gn = PrBn .
Define a sequence of linear maps λn : A⊗n → A of degree 2 − n as follows. There is no map λ1, but we formally define
the ‘‘composite’’ Gλ1 by Gλ1 = −idA. λ2 is the multiplication of A, namely, λ2(a1 ⊗ a2) = a1 · a2. For n ≥ 3, λn is defined by
the recursive formula
λn =
∑
s+t=n,
s,t≥1
(−1)s+1λ2[Gλs ⊗ Gλt ]. (2.1.2)
We abuse notation slightly, and use p to denote both the map A → A and also (since the image of p is HA) the map
A→ HA; we also use λi both for the map A⊗i → A and for its restriction to (HA)⊗i: that is, the map (HA)⊗i → A,
Merkulov reproved Kadeishvili’s result in [11].
Theorem 2.2 ([11]). Let mi = pλi. Then (HA,m2,m3, . . .) is an A∞-algebra.
We can also display the quasi-isomorphism between HA and A directly.
Proposition 2.3. Let {λn} be defined as above. For i ≥ 1 let fi = −Gλi : (HA)⊗i → A, and for i ≥ 2 let mi = pλi : (HA)⊗i →
HA. Then (HA,m2,m3, . . .) is an A∞-algebra and f := {fi} is a quasi-isomorphism of A∞-algebras.
Proof. This construction of {mi} and {fi} is a special case of Kadeishvili’s construction. 
Note that if A has an Adams grading, then by construction all mapsmi and fi preserve the Adams degree.
Definition 2.4. Any A∞-algebra constructed as in Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.3 is called aMerkulov model of A, and may
be denoted by HMerA.
The particular model depends on the decomposition (2.1.1), but all Merkulov models of A are quasi-isomorphic to each
other. Also, although this construction may seem rather specific, it is actually quite general: in the Appendix, we show that
any A∞-algebra H withm1 = 0 may be obtained from a Merkulov model of a DG algebra. See Theorem A.4 for details.
Next we consider the unital condition.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose H0 is chosen to contain the unit element of A. Then HMerA satisfies the strictly unital condition, and the
morphism f = {fi} satisfies the unital morphism conditions.
Proof. First of all, 1 ∈ H0 is a unit with respect tom2. We use induction on n to show the following, for n ≥ 3:
(a)n: fn−1(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1) = 0 if ai = 1 for some i.
(b)n: λn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) ∈ L :=⊕n Ln if ai = 1 for some i.
(c)n: mn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = 0 if ai = 1 for some i.
The strictly unital condition is (c)n. The unital morphism condition is (a)n.
We first prove (a)3. For a ∈ H ,
f2(1⊗ a) = −Gλ2(1⊗ a) = −G(a) = 0,
since G|H = 0. Similarly, f2(a⊗ 1) = 0. This proves (a)3. Now suppose for some n ≥ 3 that (a)i holds for all 3 ≤ i ≤ n. By
definition,
λn =
n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1λ2(fs ⊗ fn−s).
If a1 = 1, (a)n implies that
λn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = fn−1(a2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) ∈ L.
Similarly, if an = 1, we have λn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) ∈ L. If ai = 1 for 1 < i < n, then λn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = 0. Therefore (a)i
for i ≤ n implies (b)n. Since p(L) = 0, (c)n follows from (b)n. Since G(L) = 0, (a)n+1 follows from (b)n. Induction completes
the proof. 
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Lemma 2.6. Let (A, ∂) be a DG algebra and let e ∈ A0 be an idempotent such that ∂(e) = 0. Let D = eAe and C =
(1− e)A+ A(1− e).
(a) If HC = 0, then we can choose Merkulov models so that HMerA is strictly isomorphic to HMerD. As a consequence A and D are
quasi-isomorphic as A∞-algebras.
(b) If moreover HA is Adams connected, then H0MerA and H
0
MerD in part (a) can be chosen to contain the unit element.
Proof. First of all, D is a sub-DG algebra of Awith identity e. Since A = D⊕C as chain complexes, the group of coboundaries
Bn decomposes as Bn = BnD ⊕ BnC , where BnD = Bn ∩ D and BnC = Bn ∩ C . Since HC = 0, we can choose H and L so that they
decompose similarly (with HC = 0), giving the following direct sum decompositions:
An = Dn ⊕ Cn = (BnD ⊕ HnD ⊕ LnD)⊕ (BnC ⊕ LnC ),
An = Bn ⊕ Hn ⊕ Ln = (BnD ⊕ BnC )⊕ HnD ⊕ (LnD ⊕ LnC ).
It follows from the construction before Theorem 2.2 that HMerA = HMerD. We choose H0D to contain e. By Lemma 2.5, e is the
strict unit of HMerD; hence e is the strict unit of HMerA, but note that the unit 1 of Amay not be in HA.
Now supposeHA is Adams connectedwith unit u. LetH0 = ku⊕H0≥1 (orH0 = ku⊕H0≤−1 if negatively connected graded).
Replace H0 by k1 ⊕ H0≥1 and keep the other subspaces Bn, Hn, and Ln the same. Let HMerA denote the new Merkulov model
with the new choice ofH0. Then by Lemma 2.5, 1 is the strict unit ofHMerA. By construction, we have (HMerA)≥1 = (HMerA)≥1
as A∞-algebras without unit. By the unital condition, we see that HMerA is strictly isomorphic to HMerA. 
3. Massey products
It is common to view A∞-algebras as algebras which are strongly homotopy associative: not associative on the nose, but
associative up to all higher homotopies, as given by the mn’s. Any A∞-algebra in which the differential m1 is zero, such as
the cohomology of a DG algebra, is strictly associative, though, and in such a case, it is natural to wonder about the role of
the higher multiplications. On the other hand, the cohomology of a DG algebra is the natural setting for Massey products.
With Merkulov’s construction in hand, we give a proof of a folk theorem which connects the higher multiplication maps
with Massey products: we prove that they are essentially the same, up to a sign. We start by reviewing Massey products.
We use the sign conventions from May [12]; see also Ravenel [13, A1.4].
If a is an element of a DG algebra A, we write a for (−1)1+deg aa. (This notation helps to simplify some formulas.)
The length two Massey product 〈α1, α2〉 is the ordinary product: 〈α1, α2〉 = α1α2. (For consistency with the higher
products, one could also define 〈α1, α2〉 as being the set {α1α2}, but we do not take this point of view.)
The Massey triple product is defined as follows: suppose given classes α1, α2, α3 ∈ HA which are represented by
cocycles a01, a12, a23 ∈ A, respectively, and suppose that α1α2 = 0 = α2α3. Then there are cochains a02 and a13 so that
∂(a02) = a01a12 and ∂(a13) = a12a23, and so
a02a23 + a01a13
is a cocycle and represents a cohomology class. One can choose different cochains for a02 and a13: one can replace a02 with
a02 + z for any cocycle z, for instance, and this can produce a different cohomology class. The length 3 Massey product
〈α1, α2, α3〉 is the set of cohomology classes which arise from all such choices of a02 and a13.
More generally, one may consider the length nMassey product for any n ≥ 3. Suppose that we have cohomology classes
αi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and suppose that whenever i < j and j − i < n − 1, each length j − i + 1 Massey product 〈αi, . . . , αj〉 is
defined and contains zero. Then the length n Massey product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 exists and is defined as follows: for all i and jwith
0 < i < j < n and j − i + 1 ≤ n, one finds cochains aij as follows: ai−1,i is a cocycle representing the cohomology class αi,
and for j > i+ 1, aij is a cocycle satisfying
∂(aij) =
∑
i<k<j
aikakj.
Such a collection {aij} is called a defining system for the Massey product, and 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is the set of cohomology classes
represented by cocycles of the form
∑
0<i<n a0iain, for all defining systems {aij}. (It is tedious but straightforward to check
that each such sum is a cocycle.) One can see that 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 ⊂ Hs−(n−2)A, where s is the sum of the degrees of the αi’s,
which means that 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is in the same degree asmn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn). This is not a coincidence.
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a DG algebra. Up to a sign, the higher A∞-multiplications on HA give Massey products. More precisely,
suppose that HA is given an A∞-algebra structure by Merkulov’s construction, and fix n ≥ 3. If α1, . . . , αn ∈ HA are elements
such that the Massey product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is defined, then
(−1)bmn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn) ∈ 〈α1, . . . , αn〉,
where
b = 1+ degαn−1 + degαn−3 + degαn−5 + · · · .
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In Corollary A.5, we show that this result depends only on the A∞-algebra structure of HA up to isomorphism — it holds
even if the structure does not come from Merkulov’s construction.
The authors have been unable to find an account of this theorem in its full generality, but for some related results, see [10,
p. 233], [14, Chapter 12], and [15, 6.3–6.4].
Now, there are choicesmade inMerkulov’s construction – in particular, the choices of the splittings (2.1.1) – and different
choices can lead to different elements in the Massey products, as well as different (but quasi-isomorphic) A∞-algebra
structures. See Example 6.5 for an example of a DG algebra whose homology has a Massey product 〈α, β, γ 〉 containing
several elements, such that for each element ζ in that Massey product, one may choose a Merkulov model such that
(−1)bm3(α ⊗ β ⊗ γ ) = ζ .
In any case, any choice of A∞-structure via Merkulov’s construction gives a set of choices for an element of each Massey
product which is in ‘‘coherent’’ in the sense that the A∞-algebra structure must satisfy the Stasheff identities. Of course, the
A∞-multiplications are also universally defined, not just when certain products are zero.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n.
The theorem discusses the situation when n ≥ 3, but we will also use the formula when n = 2 in the induction: when
n = 2, we have
m2(α1 ⊗ α2) = α1α2 = 〈α1, α2〉 = (−1)1+degα1α1α2.
Now let n = 3. We use Merkulov’s construction for the A∞-algebra structure on HA, so we choose splittings as in (2.1.1),
and we define the multiplication maps mn as in Theorem 2.2. We use a little care when choosing the elements aij ∈ A: we
define a02 by G(a01a12) = a02, so ∂(a02) = a01a12 and Gλ2(α1 ⊗ α2) = (−1)1+degα1a02. We define a13 similarly. Then we
have
m3(α1 ⊗ α2 ⊗ α3) = pλ2(Gλ1 ⊗ Gλ2 − Gλ2 ⊗ Gλ1)(α1 ⊗ α2 ⊗ α3)
= p ((−1)1+degα1+1+degα2a01a13 + (−1)1+1+1+degα1a02a23)
= p ((−1)1+degα2a01a13 + (−1)1+degα2a02a23)
= (−1)1+degα2p (a01a13 + a02a23) .
(Some signs here are due to the Koszul sign convention; for example, the map Gλ2 has degree 1, so (Gλ1⊗Gλ2)(a01⊗ a12⊗
a23) = (−1)degα1Gλ1(a01)⊗ Gλ2(a12 ⊗ a23).)
The map p is the projection map from A to its summand H . Loosely, for any cocycle z, p(z) is the cohomology class
represented by z; more precisely, p(z) is the unique class in H ⊂ A which is cohomologous to z. In the situation here, the
term in parentheses is a cocycle whose cohomology class is in 〈α1, α2, α3〉, so we get the desired result.
Assume that the result is true formi with i < n. Therefore for all i < jwith j− i < n− 1, we may choose elements ai−1,j
by the formula
Gλj−i+1(αi ⊗ · · · ⊗ αj) = (−1)1+degαj−1+degαj−3+···ai−1,j.
We write bij for the exponent of−1 here:
bij = 1+ degαj−1 + degαj−3 + · · · .
The last term in this sum is degαj−(2k+1), where k is the maximum such that j − (2k + 1) ≥ i. Note also for use with the
Koszul sign convention that Gλi has degree 1− i. Then
mn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn) = pλ2
(
n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1Gλs ⊗ Gλn−s
) (
a01 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an−1,n
)
= p
(n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1+(1−n+s)(degα1+···+degαs)Gλs(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αs)Gλn−s(αs+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn)
)
= p
(n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1+(1−n+s)(degα1+···+degαs)+b1s+bs+1,n a0sasn
)
= p
(n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1+(1−n+s)(degα1+···+degαs)+b1s+bs+1,n(−1)1−s+1+degα1+···+degαs a0sasn
)
= p
(n−1∑
s=1
(−1)1+(−n+s)(degα1+···+degαs)+b1s+bs+1,n a0sasn
)
= p
(n−1∑
s=1
(−1)b1n a0sasn
)
,
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where b1n = b is the sign as in the theorem: if n− s is even, then the sign is (−1)1+b1s+bs+1,n , and with n− s even, we have
b1,n = 1+ b1s + bs+1,n. If n− s is odd, then the sign is
(−1)1+bs+1,n+1+degαs+degαs−2+degαs−4+··· = (−1)b1n ,
as claimed. As with the n = 3 case, since the sum∑ a0sasn is a cocycle, p sends it to the cohomology class that it represents,
which is an element of the Massey product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉. This finishes the proof. 
See Section 6 for some examples.
4. The bar construction and Ext
The bar/cobar construction is one of the basic tools in homological algebra. Everything in this section is well-known –
see [16], for example – but we need the details for the proof in the next section.
Let A be a connected graded algebra and let k be the trivial A-module. Of course, the i-th Ext-group ExtiA(kA, kA) can be
computed by the i-th cohomology of the complex HomA(PA, kA) where PA is any projective (or free) resolution of kA. Since
PA is projective, HomA(PA, kA) is quasi-isomorphic to HomA(PA, PA) = EndA(PA); hence ExtiA(kA, kA) ∼= H i(EndA(PA)). Since
EndA(PA) is a DG algebra, the graded vector space Ext∗A(kA, kA) :=
⊕
i∈Z Ext
i
A(kA, kA) has a natural algebra structure, and
it also has an A∞-structure by Kadeishvili’s result Theorem 2.1. By [17, Chap.2], the Ext-algebra of a graded algebra A can
also be computed by using the bar construction on A, which has several advantages over EndA(PA): it tends to be somewhat
smaller, it is connected, and it is natural in A.
First we review the shift functor. Let (M, ∂) be a complex with differential ∂ of degree 1, and let n be an integer. The nth
shift ofM , denoted by Sn(M), is defined by
Sn(M)i = M i+n
and the differential of Sn(M) is
∂Sn(M)(m) = (−1)n∂(m)
for allm ∈ M . If f : M → N is a homomorphism of degree p, then Sn(f ) : Sn(M)→ Sn(N) is defined by the formula
Sn(f )(m) = (−1)pnf (m)
for allm ∈ Sn(M). The functor Sn is an automorphism of the category of complexes.
The following definition is essentially standard, although sign conventions may vary; we use the conventions from [16,
Sect 19]. Let A be an augmented DG algebra with augmentation  : A → k, viewing k as a trivial DG algebra. Let m be the
kernel of  and Sm be the shift of m. The tensor coalgebra on Sm is
T (Sm) = k⊕ Sm⊕ (Sm)⊗2 ⊕ (Sm)⊗3 ⊕ · · · ,
where an element Sa1 ⊗ Sa2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ San in (Sm)⊗n is written as
[a1|a2| · · · |an]
for ai ∈ m, and with a comultiplication given by the formula
∆([a1| · · · |an]) =
n∑
i=0
[a1| · · · |ai] ⊗ [ai+1| · · · |an].
The degree of [a1| · · · |an] is∑ni=1(deg ai − 1).
Definition 4.1. Let (A, ∂A) be an augmented DG algebra and let m denote the augmentation ideal ker(A → k). The bar
construction on A is the coaugmented differential graded coalgebra (DG coalgebra, for short) BA defined as follows:
• As a coaugmented graded coalgebra, BA is the tensor coalgebra T (Sm).
• The differential in BA is the sum d = d0 + d1 of the coderivations given by
d0([a1| · · · |am]) = −
m∑
i=1
(−1)ni [a1| · · · |∂A(ai)| · · · |am]
and
d1([a1]) = 0,
d1([a1| · · · |am]) =
m∑
i=2
(−1)ni [a1| · · · |ai−1ai| · · · |am] ifm ≥ 2,
where ni =∑j<i(deg aj − 1) = deg[a1| · · · |ai−1].
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The cobar constructionΩC on a coaugmented DG coalgebra C is defined dually [16, Sect 19]. We omit the definition here
since it is used only in two places, one of which is between Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, and the other is in Lemma 5.5. We provide
details in the Appendix — see Definition A.2.
In the rest of this section we assume that A is an augmented associative algebra. In this case Sm is concentrated in degree
−1; hence the degree of [a1| · · · |am] is −m. This means that the bar construction BA is graded by the negative of tensor
length. The degree of the differential d is 1. We may think of BA as a complex with (−i)th term equal tom⊗i, the differential
dmapping m⊗i to m⊗i−1. If A has an Adams grading, denoted adeg, then BA has a bigrading that is defined by
deg [a1| · · · |am] = (−m,
∑
i
adeg ai).
The second component is the Adams degree of [a1| · · · |am].
The bar construction on the left A-module A, denoted by B(A, A), is constructed as follows. As a complex B(A, A) = BA⊗A
with (−i)th term equal to m⊗i ⊗ A. We use
[a1| · · · |am]x
to denote an element in m⊗i ⊗ A where x ∈ A and ai ∈ m. The degree of [a1| · · · |am]x is −m. The differential on B(A, A) is
defined by
d(x) = 0 (m = 0 case),
and
d([a1| · · · |am]x) =
m∑
i=2
(−1)i−1[a1| · · · |ai−1ai| · · · |am]x+ (−1)m[a1| · · · |am−1]amx.
Then B(A, A) is a complex of free right A-modules. Furthermore, the augmentations of BA and Amake it into a free resolution
of kA,
B(A, A)→ kA → 0 (4.1.1)
(see [16, 19.2] and [17, Chap.2]).
We now assume that with respect to the Adams grading, A is connected graded and finite-dimensional in each degree.
Then B(A, A) is bigraded with Adams grading on the second component, and the differential of B(A, A) preserves the
Adams grading. Let B#A be the graded k-linear dual of the coalgebra BA. Since BA is locally finite, B#A is a locally finite
bigraded algebra. With respect to the Adams grading, B#A is negatively connected graded. The DG algebra EndA(B(A, A)A) is
bigraded too, but not Adams connected. Since B(A, A) is a left differential graded comodule over BA, it has a left differential
graded module structure over B#A, which is compatible with the right A-module structure. By an idea similar to [16, Ex. 4,
p. 272] (also see [18]) one can show that the natural map B#A → EndA(B(A, A)A) is a quasi-isomorphism of DG algebras.
Furthermore, the following lemma shows that, up to A∞-isomorphism, EndA(PA) is independent of the choice of resolution
PA, and hence the same goes for ExtA(kA, kA).
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a connected graded algebra which is finite-dimensional in each degree, and let PA and QA be two free
resolutions of kA.
(a) EndA(PA) is quasi-isomorphic to EndA(QA) as A∞-algebras.
(b) EndA(PA) is quasi-isomorphic to B#A as A∞-algebras.
Proof. (a) We may assume that QA is a minimal free resolution of kA. Then PA = QA⊕ IA where IA is another complex of free
modules such that HIA = 0. In this case D := EndA(QA) is a sub-DG algebra of E := EndA(PA) such that D = eEe where e is
the projection onto QA. Let C = (1− e)E + E(1− e). Then
C = HomA(IA,QA)+ HomA(QA, IA)+ HomA(IA, IA),
and HC = 0. By Lemma 2.6, D and E are quasi-isomorphic.
(b) Since B(A, A) is a free resolution of kA, then part (a) says that EndA(PA) is quasi-isomorphic to EndA(B(A, A)A). The
assertion follows from the fact that EndA(B(A, A)) is quasi-isomorphic to B#A [16, Ex. 4, p. 272]. 
The classical Ext-algebra Ext∗A(kA, kA) is the cohomology ring of EndA(PA), where PA is any free resolution of kA. By the
lemma, we may use B#A instead. Since B#A is a DG algebra, then by Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.3, Ext∗A(kA, kA) has an
A∞-structure, which is called an A∞-Ext-algebra of A. By abuse of notation we use Ext∗A(kA, kA) to denote an A∞-Ext-algebra.
In the next section, we use B#A andMerkulov’s construction to produce an A∞-algebra structure on Ext∗A(kA, kA), and we use
that to prove our main theorem.
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5. A∞-structure on Ext-algebras
In this section we consider the multiplications on an A∞-Ext-algebra of a connected graded algebra, and finally give
proofs of Theorem A and Proposition 1.2. Consider a connected graded algebra
A = k⊕ A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ · · · ,
which is viewed as an A∞-algebra concentrated in degree 0, with the grading on A being the Adams grading. Let Q ⊂ A be a
minimal graded vector space which generates A. Then Q ∼= m/m2 where m := A≥1 is the unique maximal graded ideal of A.
Following Milnor and Moore [19, 3.7], we call the elements of m/m2 the indecomposables of A, and by abuse of notation, we
also call the elements of Q indecomposables. Let R ⊂ T 〈Q 〉 be a minimal graded vector space which generates the relations
of A (R is not unique). Then A ∼= T 〈Q 〉/(R) where (R) is the ideal generated by R, and the start of a minimal graded free
resolution of the trivial right A-module kA is
· · · → R⊗ A→ Q ⊗ A→ A→ k→ 0. (5.0.1)
Lemma 5.1. Let A be a connected graded algebra. Then there are natural isomorphisms of graded vector spaces
Ext1A(kA, kA) ∼= Q # =
⊕
Q #s and Ext
2
A(kA, kA) ∼= R# =
⊕
R#s .
Proof. This follows from the minimal free resolution (5.0.1). 
In the rest of the section, we assume that A is Adams locally finite: each Ai is finite-dimensional. Let E be the A∞-Ext-
algebra Ext∗A(kA, kA). We would like to describe the A∞-structure on E by using Merkulov’s construction.
We first fix some notation. For each Adams degree s, we choose a vector space splitting As = Qs ⊕ Ds; the elements in
Qs are indecomposable, while those in Ds are ‘‘decomposable’’ in terms of the indecomposables of degree less than s. More
precisely, we define Qs and Ds inductively: we start by setting Q1 = A1 and D1 = 0. Now assume that Qi and Di have been
defined for i < s; then we set Ds to be the image in As of the multiplication map
µs :
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i → As.
We choose Qs to be a vector space complement of Ds.
Now for each s ≥ 2, the multiplication map
µs :
⊕
1≤i≤s
Qi ⊗ As−i → As
is onto. Define the k-linear map ξs : As →⊕1≤i≤s Qi ⊗ As−i so that the composition
As
ξs−→
⊕
1≤i≤s
Qi ⊗ As−i −µs−−→ As (5.1.1)
is the identity map of As. Further, we choose ξs so that with respect to the direct sum decomposition As = Qs ⊕ Ds, we have
im(ξs|Qs) = Qs ⊗ A0, im(ξs|Ds) ⊂
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i. (5.1.2)
(The second of these holds for any choice of ξs; the first need not.) Define ξ1 = θ1 = idA1 , and inductively set θs =∑
i+j=s(idQi ⊗ θj) ◦ ξs; that is, θs is the composition
As
ξs−→
⊕
i+j=s
Qi ⊗ Aj
∑
idQi⊗ξj−−−−−→
⊕
i+k+l=s
Qi ⊗ Qk ⊗ Al
∑
idQi⊗idQk⊗ξl−−−−−−−−→ · · ·
−→
⊕
n≥1
⊕
i1+···+in=s
Qi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qin .
Here, the subscripts on the Q ’s are positive, while those on the A’s are non-negative.
Let R =⊕s≥2 Rs ⊂ T 〈Q 〉 be a minimal graded vector space of the relations of A. Note that with respect to tensor length,
the elements of R need not be homogeneous, but they are homogeneous with respect to the Adams grading — the grading
induced by that on Q .
Let T 〈Q 〉s denote the part of T 〈Q 〉 in Adams degree s; thus
T 〈Q 〉s =
⊕
n≥1
⊕
i1+···+in=s
Qi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qin .
We write µ for the map µ : T 〈Q 〉 → A ∼= T 〈Q 〉/(R).
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Lemma 5.2. For each s, Rs may be chosen so that
Rs ⊂
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ θs−i(As−i) ⊂ T 〈Q 〉s.
Hence Rs may also be viewed as a subspace of
⊕
1≤i≤s−1 Qi ⊗ As−i, via the composite
Rs ↪→
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ θs−i(As−i)
∑
idQi⊗µ−−−−−→
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i.
Proof. Let (R)s−i be the degree s − i part of the ideal (R). Then it is generated by the relations of degree at most s − i, and
we have a decomposition
T 〈Q 〉s−i = θs−i(As−i)⊕ kerµ = θs−i(As−i)⊕ (R)s−i,
where µ : T 〈Q 〉s−i → As−i is multiplication. Hence we have
T 〈Q 〉s = Qs ⊕
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
[(
Qi ⊗ θs−i(As−i)
)⊕ (Qi ⊗ (R)s−i)].
Any relation r ∈ Rs has no summands in Qs, and hence is a sum of r ′ ∈⊕Qi ⊗ θs−i(As−i) and r ′′ ∈⊕Qi ⊗ (R)s−i. Modulo
the relations of degree less than n, we may assume r ′′ = 0. Hence the first part of the lemma is proved.
The map θs−i : As−i → T 〈Q 〉s−i is an inclusion, and up to a sign its left inverse is the multiplication map µ : T 〈Q 〉s−i →
As−i. Once Rs has been chosen to be a subspace of
⊕
Qi ⊗ θs−i(As−i), composing with µ takes it injectively to⊕Qi ⊗ As−i.

The minimal resolution (5.0.1) is a direct summand of any other resolution, and in particular it is a summand of the bar
resolution (4.1.1)
· · · → m⊗2 ⊗ A→ m⊗ A→ A→ k→ 0.
We have made several choices up to this point: choosing the splittings As = Qs ⊕ Ds, and now choosing Rs as in the lemma,
so that Rs ⊂⊕1≤i≤s−1 Qi⊗As−i ⊂ m⊗m. These choices give a choice for this splitting of resolutions, at least in low degrees.
Since A is concentrated in degree 0, the grading on the bar construction BA = T (Sm) is by the negative of theword length,
namely, (BA)−i = m⊗i. The differential d = (di) on the bar construction is induced by the multiplication m⊗ m→ m in A.
For example,
d−1([a1]) = 0 and d−2([a1|a2]) = (−1)−1[a1a2]
for all a1, a2 ∈ m. There is a natural decomposition of mwith respect to the Adams grading,
m = A1 ⊕ A2 ⊕ A3 ⊕ · · · ,
which gives rise to a decomposition of m⊗ mwith respect to the Adams grading:
m⊗ m = (A1 ⊗ A1)⊕ (A1 ⊗ A2 ⊕ A2 ⊗ A1)⊕ · · · .
As mentioned above, we are viewing Rs as being a subspace of
⊕
Qi ⊗ As−i.
Lemma 5.3. Let Ws be the Adams degree s part of m⊗ m; that is, let
Ws =
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Ai ⊗ As−i.
Then there are decompositions of vector spaces
Ws = im(d−3s )⊕ Rs ⊕ ξs(Ds),
ker(d−2s ) = im(d−3s )⊕ Rs,
where Rs and ξs(Ds) are subspaces of⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i ⊂
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Ai ⊗ As−i = Ws.
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Proof. It is clear that the injection
Ds
ξs−→
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i −→ Ws
defines a projection fromWs to Ds. Since d−2s : Ws → Ds is a surjection, we have a decomposition
Ws = ker(d−2s )⊕ ξs(Ds).
Since R# ∼= Ext2A(kA, kA) = H2(B#A) by Lemma 5.1, there is a decomposition ker(d−2s ) = im(d−3s )⊕ Rs. Hence the assertion
follows. 
Since A is Adams locally finite, (m⊗n)# ∼= (m#)⊗n for all n. LetΩA# be the cobar construction on the DG coalgebra A#. Via
the isomorphisms
B#A = (T (Sm))# ∼= T ((Sm)#) ∼= T (S−1m#) = ΩA#,
we identify B#A = (T (Sm))# withΩA# = T (S−1m#). The differential ∂ on B#A is defined by
∂(f ) = −(−1)deg f f ◦ d
for all f ∈ T (S−1m#).
We now study the first two nonzero differential maps ofΩA#,
∂1 : m# → (m#)⊗2 and ∂2 : (m#)⊗2 → (m#)⊗3.
For all s and n, let
T n = (m#)⊗n
and
T n−s =
⊕
i1+···+in=s
A#i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ A#in .
Note that terms like A#i should be read as (Ai)
#; hence (since we are working withm), all subscripts here and in what follows
are positive. Fix Adams degree−s, and consider
∂1−s : A#s →
⊕
i+j=s
A#i ⊗ A#j ,
∂2−s :
⊕
i+j=s
A#i ⊗ A#j →
⊕
i1+i2+i3=s
A#i1 ⊗ A#i2 ⊗ A#i3 .
The decomposition (2.1.1) for T 1−s is
B1−s = 0, H1−s = Q #s , L1−s = D#s .
for all s ≥ 1. The decomposition (2.1.1) for T 2−s is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Fix s ≥ 2. With notation as above, we have the following.
(a) Define the duals of subspaces by using the decompositions given in Lemma 5.3. Then im ∂1−s = (ξs(As))# and ker ∂2−s =
(ξs(As))# ⊕ R#s .
(b) The decomposition (2.1.1) for T 2−s can be chosen to be
T 2−s = B2−s ⊕ H2−s ⊕ L2−s = (ξs(As))# ⊕ R#s ⊕ (im d−3s )#.
The projections onto R#s and (ξs(As))
# kill
⊕
2≤i≤s−1 D
#
i ⊗ A#s−i.
(c) Let G be the homotopy defined in Merkulov’s construction for the DG algebra T (S−1m#). Then we may choose G2−s to be equal
to−(ξs)#, restricted to T 2−s.
Proof. (a) This follows from Lemma 5.3 and a linear algebra argument.
(b) This follows from Lemma 5.3, part (a), and the fact that Rs and ξs(As) are subspaces of
⊕
1≤i≤s−1 Qi ⊗ As−i.
(c) Let ξs also denote themapDs →⊕1≤i≤s−1 Qi⊗As−i → Ws. Since d−2s = −µs, the composite d−2s ◦ξs : Ds → Ws → Ds
is the identity map (see (5.1.1)). Since (d−2s ◦ ξs)# = (ξs)# ◦ (d−2s )#,
(ξs)
# ◦ (d−2s )# : D#s → T 2−s → D#s
is the identity map of D#s , which is the summand L
1−s of T 1. Since (d−2s )# = −∂1−s, we may choose the homotopy G to be
−(ξs)# when restricted to T 2−s. 
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Now we start to construct the higher A∞-multiplication maps on Ext∗A(kA, kA), using Merkulov’s construction from
Section 2. Lemma 5.4 tells us what the homotopy G is. Themaps λn : (T (S−1m#))⊗n → T (S−1m#) are defined as in Section 2;
in particular, recall that we formally set Gλ1 = −idT , and λ2 is the multiplication of T (S−1m#).
Recall that T (S−1m#) is a free (or tensor) DG algebra generated by S−1m#. To distinguish among the various tensor
products occurring here, we use
⊗
when tensoring factors of T (S−1m#) together; in particular, we write λ2 as
λ2 : (S−1m#)⊗n
⊗
(S−1m#)⊗m → (S−1m#)⊗(n+m).
We also use tensors⊗ rather than bars | for terms in the bar construction.
For a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ∈ (S−1m#)⊗n and b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bm ∈ (S−1m#)⊗m we have
λ2((a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)
⊗
(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bm)) = a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an ⊗ b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bm. (5.4.1)
By the above formula, we see that λ2 changes
⊗
to⊗, so it is like the identity map.
Lemma 5.5. Let E1 = Ext1A(kA, kA) = Q #. Fix n ≥ 2 and s ≥ 2.
(a) When restricted to (E1)⊗n in Adams degree−s, the map λn has image in
T 2−s =
⊕
q+r=s
A#q ⊗ A#r .
Hence the image of Gλn is in D#s .
(b) When restricted to (E1)⊗n in Adams degree−s, the map−Gλn is the k-linear dual of the composite
As
θs−→
⊕
m≥1
⊕
i1+···+im=s
Qi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qim →
⊕
i1+···+in=s
Qi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qin .
(c) When restricted to (E1)⊗n in Adams degree−s, the map mn = PrHλn is the k-linear dual of the canonical map
Rs −→
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i
∑
id⊗θs−i−−−−−→
⊕
i1+···+in=s
Qi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qin .
Proof. We use induction on n.
(a) By definition,
λn = λ2
∑
i+j=n
i,j>0
(−1)i+1Gλi
⊗
Gλj.
For n = 2, the claim follows from (5.4.1). Now assume n > 2 and consider λn applied to b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bn, with bm ∈ Q #im for
eachm. By Lemma 5.4(c), when restricted to T 2−r for any r ,−G is dual to the map ξr : Ar →
⊕
Qi ⊗ Ar−i ⊂⊕ Ai ⊗ Ar−i, so
by induction, for eachm < n,
Gλm(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bm) ∈ G
( ⊕
i+j=i1+···+im
A#i ⊗ A#j
)
⊂ A#i1+···+im ,
and similarly forGλn−m(bm+1⊗· · ·⊗bn). Thus the first statement follows. The second statement follows from the assumption
(5.1.2) about the map ξn.
(b) When n = 2, θ2 = ξ2, and the claim follows from Lemma 5.4(c). Now we assume n > 2. When restricted to (E1)⊗n
in Adams degree−s, part (a) says that if i > 1, then the image of Gλi⊗Gλj is in⊕q+r=s D#q⊗D#r ⊂⊕q+r=s D#q⊗ A#r . By
Lemma 5.4(b,c),
Gλ2
(
D#q
⊗
A#r
)
= G(D#q ⊗ A#r ) = −(ξn)#(D#q ⊗ A#r ) = 0.
Therefore, when restricted to ((E1)⊗n)−s, we have
Gλn = Gλ2
[
(−1)2(−id)
⊗
Gλn−1
]
= −Gλ2
(
id
⊗
Gλn−1
)
.
By induction on n, in any Adams degree−r , Gλn−1 is−(θr)# composed with projection to a summand, and by Lemma 5.4(c)
we see that in Adams degree−q, we have G = −(ξq)#. Hence when applied to b1 ⊗ b2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bn with b1 in Adams degree
−i and b2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bn in Adams degree i− s, we have
Gλn = (ξs)#λ2
(
idE1−i
⊗
−(θs−i)#
)
= −((idQi ⊗ θs−i) ◦ ξs)#,
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and thus Gλn is exactly−θ#s followed by projection onto the tensor length n summand⊕
i1+···+in=s
Qi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Qin .
(c) Since we assume that Rs is a subspace of
⊕
1≤i≤s−1 Qi ⊗ As−i, the dual of the inclusion
Rs →
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i
is PrH restricted to
(⊕
1≤i≤s−1 Qi ⊗ As−i
)#. Hence the dual of
Rs →
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i → (Q ⊗ Q⊗(n−1))s
is equal to PrH ◦ (∑ id⊗ θs−i)#.
By Lemma 5.4(b), PrH is zero when applied to D#q ⊗ A#r for all q. By (b),
PrHλn = PrHλ2
(
−
∑
q+r=s
idQ#q
⊗
Gλr
)
= PrH
(∑
q+r=s
idE1q ⊗ (θr)#
)
,
which is the desired map. 
Proof of Theorem A. First of all by Lemma 5.2, we may assume that
Rs ⊂
⊕
1≤i≤s−1
Qi ⊗ As−i.
Then we appeal to Lemmas 5.3–5.5. The canonical map in Lemma 5.5(c) is just the inclusion, and so the assertion holds. 
Proof of Corollary B. Note that under the assumptions in the corollary, the vector space of indecomposables is canonically
isomorphic to A1. Thus various parts of Theorem A simplify; for example, E1 is isomorphic to A#1 , and hence is concentrated
in Adams degree−1. 
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 5.6. Let A and E be as in Theorem A.
(a) The algebra A is determined by the maps mn restricted to (E1)⊗n for all n.
(b) The A∞-structure of E is determined up to quasi-isomorphism by the maps mn restricted to (E1)⊗n for all n.
Proof. (a) By Theorem A, the map R → T 〈Q 〉 can be recovered from mn restricted to (E1)⊗n. Hence the structure of A is
determined.
(b) After A is recovered, the A∞-structure of E is determined by A. Therefore the structure of E is determined by the
restriction ofmn on (E1)⊗n, up to quasi-isomorphism. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. By the construction given above, it is clear that if the grading group for the Adams grading isZ⊕G
for some Abelian group G, then all of the maps includingmn preserve the G-grading. The assertion follows. 
6. Examples
Several examples of A∞-algebras E are given in [7, Exs. 3.5, 3.7, 13.4 and 13.5]. We conclude this paper with a few
more examples. Theorem A says that there is a choice of A∞-algebra structures on E = Ext∗A(kA, kA) in which the higher
multiplications reflect the relations in A. Sometimes, though, the grading forces the A∞-algebra structure to be unique, at
least when restricted to tensor powers of E1. Of course the ordinarymultiplicationm2 is the same for any choice. So consider
m3, for example. Suppose that there are two A∞-algebra structures (E,m2,m3, . . .) and (E,m′2,m
′
3, . . .)withm2 = m′2 and
with an A∞-isomorphism
f : (E,m2,m3, . . .)→ (E,m′2,m′3, . . .)
with f1 = id. The morphism identityMI(3) applied to α ⊗ β ⊗ γ ∈ (E1)⊗3 says
m3(α ⊗ β ⊗ γ )− f2(α ⊗ βγ )+ f2(αβ ⊗ γ ) = m′3(α ⊗ β ⊗ γ )− f2(αβ)γ − αf2(βγ ). (6.0.1)
Depending on the Adams grading, degree reasons may imply that the various applications of f2 are all zero, in which case
m3 would agree withm′3 on (E1)⊗3. For example, if E1 and E2 are each concentrated in a single nonzero Adams degree, then
any A∞-isomorphism f as above will have fi = 0 on tensor powers of E1, and also on terms of the form (E1)⊗r⊗E2⊗ (E1)⊗t .
These are precisely the sort of terms which arise in MI(n) applied to (E1)⊗n, and so one can conclude that the A∞-algebra
structure is uniquewhen restricted to tensor powers of E1. This is the situation in the first and third examples below, and the
second example can be dealt with similarly. (We deal with uniqueness in the fourth example separately. The fifth example
does not invoke Theorem A, so the issue does not arise.)
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Example 6.1. Fix a field k and consider the free algebra B = k〈x1, x2〉 on two generators, each in Adams degree 1. Fix an
integer q ≥ 2, let f (x1, x2) be an element in Adams degree q, and let A = B/(f ). Then the minimal resolution (5.0.1) for kA
has the form
· · · → Ar i−→ Ae1 ⊕ Ae2 → A→ kA → 0,
where the generator ei corresponds to xi, and r corresponds to f (x1, x2). Order the monomials in B left-lexicographically,
setting x1 < x2, and assume that with respect to this ordering, f (x1, x2) has leading term xi2x
q−i
1 with 0 < i < q. Then one
can show that the map i : Ar → Ae1 ⊕ Ae2 is injective, so
ExtsA(kA, kA) =

k s = 0,
k(−1)⊕ k(−1) s = 1,
k(−q) s = 2,
0 else.
Ext1 is dual to A1, and we choose (y1, y2) to be the dual basis to (x1, x2). We write z for the generator of Ext2 dual to f . For
degree reasons, the A∞-algebra structure on Ext has the property that mn = 0 unless n = q. Also for degree reasons, the
A∞-structure is unique: any A∞-isomorphism
f : (E,m2,m3,m4, . . .)→ (E,m′2,m′3,m′4, . . .)
as above must have fn = 0 for n > 1. By Theorem A, the mapmq is ‘‘dual to the relations’’:
mq(yi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ yiq) = αz if αxi1 · · · xiq is a summand in f (x1, x2).
So for example, if q > 2, then as an associative algebra, Ext∗A(kA, kA) has trivial multiplication no matter what f is, so one
cannot recover A from the ordinary algebra structure. One can recover A from the A∞-algebra structure, though.
Example 6.2. Let A = k[x2, x3]/(x23 − x32), graded by giving each xi Adams degree i. The graded vector space Q has two
nonzero graded pieces: Qi is spanned by xi when i = 2, 3. Let (b2, b3) be the graded basis for Q # which is dual to (x2, x3).
The space R of relations has two graded pieces also: there is the degree 5 relation r5 = x2x3− x3x2, and the degree 6 relation
r6 = x23− x32. Let (s5, s6) be the graded basis for R# which is dual to the basis (r5, r6). Thus in low dimensions, the Ext algebra
is given by
ExtnA(kA, kA) =
{k n = 0,
k(−2)⊕ k(−3) n = 1,
k(−5)⊕ k(−6) n = 2.
Indeed, by viewing A as a subalgebra of k[y] (with A ↪→ k[y] defined by xi 7→ yi), one can construct a minimal resolution for
kA to find that if n > 0,
ExtnA(kA, kA) = k(−3n+ 1)⊕ k(−3n),
with vector space basis (b2bn−13 , b
n
3). Theorem A gives us the following formulas in Ext:
m2(b2 ⊗ b3) = s5,
m2(b3 ⊗ b2) = −s5,
m2(b3 ⊗ b3) = s6,
m3(b2 ⊗ b2 ⊗ b2) = −s6.
All other instances ofm2 andm3 on classes from E1 are zero, for degree reasons.
Example 6.3. Fix p > 2 and let A = k[x]/(xp)with x in Adams degree 2d (so that A is graded commutative). Its Ext algebra is
Ext∗A(kA, kA) ∼= Λ(y1)⊗ k[y2],
with yi in Exti, with y1 in Adams degree −2d and y2 in Adams degree −2dp. Then Theorem A tells us that we may choose
y1 and y2 so that mp(y1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ y1) = y2. It is a standard Massey product computation that the p-fold Massey product
〈y1, . . . , y1〉 equals a generator of Ext2 (with no indeterminacy, for degree reasons), and Theorem 3.1 tells us that with our
choice of y1 and y2, we have 〈y1, . . . , y1〉 = {(−1)(p+1)/2y2}.
Example 6.4. Let k be a field of characteristic 2, and define the k-algebra A by
A = k〈x1, x2〉/(x21, x1x2x1 + x22),
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graded by putting xi in Adams degree i. This is the sub-Hopf algebra A(1) of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, and its cohomology
can be computed using spectral sequences – see Wilkerson [20, 2.4] or Ravenel [13, 3.1.25], for instance. In low degrees,
it has
ExtnA(kA, kA) =
{k n = 0,
k(−1)⊕ k(−2), n = 1,
k(−2)⊕ k(−4), n = 2.
Following Wilkerson, we write (h0, h1) for the basis of Ext1, with hi in Adams degree −2i. Then Theorem A tells us that
m2(h0 ⊗ h0) 6= 0 andm2(h1 ⊗ h1) 6= 0, so (h20, h21) is a basis for Ext2. Theorem A also gives the formula
m3(h0 ⊗ h1 ⊗ h0) = h21.
This reflects the Massey product computation 〈h0, h1, h0〉 = {h21}. Note that in this case, degree reasons are not enough to
force the A∞-structure to be unique; for example, in an A∞-isomorphism f : (E,m2,m3, . . .) → (E,m′2,m′3, . . .), there
could be a nonzero f2 from E1−1⊗ E1−1 to E1−2. However,m3(h0⊗ h1⊗ h0)will be the same in any A∞-structure: in Eq. (6.0.1)
applied to h0 ⊗ h1 ⊗ h0, each f2 term involves h0h1 or h1h0, and these products are zero.
Example 6.5. We present a DG algebra whose homology has a Massey product 〈α, β, γ 〉 containing several elements, such
that for any element ζ in that Massey product, one may choose an A∞-algebra structure via Merkulov’s construction so that
m3(α ⊗ β ⊗ γ ) = ζ . Define a (singly-graded) DG algebra A by
A = k〈a, b, c, x, y〉,
with all generators in degree 1, and with differential determined by
d(a) = d(b) = d(c) = 0, d(x) = ab, d(y) = bc.
Then a, b, and c represent cohomology classes, which we call α, β , and γ , respectively. Because ab and bc are coboundaries,
the Massey product 〈α, β, γ 〉 is defined, and contains the cohomology class θ defined by
θ = [xc + ay].
However, xmay be replaced with x+ z for any cocycle z in degree 1, and similarly for y. Since bc = 0, replacing xwith x+ b
has no effect in homology, and similarly for y. Thus we have
〈α, β, γ 〉 = {[(x+ ra+ sc)c + a(y+ ta+ uc)] : r, s, t, u ∈ k},
where the square brackets denote the cohomology class. The term uac is redundant, so
〈α, β, γ 〉 = {θ + rαγ + sγ 2 + tα2 : r, s, t ∈ k}.
Note that since the space of boundaries in degree 2 is spanned by ab and bc , the cohomology classes listed here are distinct.
Nowwe claim that for any element ζ in this Massey product, there is a Merkulov model for HAwithm3(α⊗β⊗γ ) = ζ .
Let ζ = θ + rαγ + sγ 2 + tα2. To perform the construction, we choose splittings as in (2.1.1) of A1 and A2:
A1 = B1 ⊕ H1 ⊕ L1
= 0⊕ Span(a, b, c)⊕ Span(x+ ra+ sc, y+ ta),
A2 = B2 ⊕ H2 ⊕ L2
= Span(ab, bc)⊕ H2 ⊕ L2.
The map G2 : A2 → A1 is zero on H2 ⊕ L2, and on B2, it is the inverse of ∂1 : L1 → B2. Thus it satisfies
G(ab) = x+ ra+ sc, G(bc) = y+ ta.
By the computation of m3 in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have the following, where p is the composite of the projection
map from A2 to its summand H2, followed by the canonical identification of H2 with H2(A):
m3(α ⊗ βα ⊗ γ ) = p ((x+ ra+ sc)c + a(y+ ta))
= p ((xc + ay)+ rac + sc2 + ta2)
= θ + rαγ + sγ 2 + tα2,
as desired.
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An interesting comment from the referee led us to Corollary A.5, and so also to the rest of the Appendix.
Appendix. More on Merkulov’s construction
The main result of this appendix is Theorem A.4, in which we show that any A∞-algebra E with m1 = 0 arises from
a Merkulov model for some DG algebra. As a consequence, we show that the result from our Massey product theorem,
Theorem 3.1, is independent of the choice of A∞-structure: see Corollary A.5. This material is relegated to an appendix
because it requires some machinery which is not needed in the rest of the paper. In particular, it uses the bar construction
for A∞-algebras, and it uses the notion of an enveloping algebra for an A∞-algebra.
We discussed the bar construction for DG algebras in Section 4. This construction may be generalized to apply to A∞-
algebras. See Keller [5, Section 3.6] for more details and references; this is also presented in [7, Section 9]. We need the bar
construction for augmented A∞-algebras, which may be obtained from Keller’s version using the equivalence of categories
between A∞-algebras and augmented A∞-algebras, as in [5, Section 3.5].
Definition A.1. Let (A,m1,m2,m3, . . .) be an augmented A∞-algebra with augmentation ideal m. The (augmented A∞) bar
construction Baug∞ A on A is a coaugmented DG coalgebra, defined as follows: as a coaugmented graded coalgebra, it is the
tensor coalgebra on Sm:
Baug∞ A = T (Sm) = k⊕ (Sm)⊕ (Sm)⊗2 ⊕ (Sm)⊗3 ⊕ · · · .
As is standard, we use bars rather than tensors, and we also conceal the shift S, writing [a1| · · · |am] for the element
Sa1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Sam, where ai ∈ m for each i. The degree of this element is
deg[a1| · · · |am] =
∑
(−1+ deg ai).
The differential b on Baug∞ A is defined as follows: its component bm : (Sm)⊗m → T (Sm) is given by
bm([a1| · · · |am]) =
∑
j,n
(−1)wj,n+n[a1| · · · |aj|mn(aj+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ aj+n)|aj+n+1| · · · |am] (A.1.1)
where
wj,n =
∑
1≤s≤j
(−1+ deg as)+
∑
1≤t<n
(n− t)(−1+ deg aj+t).
The differential b encodes all of the higher multiplications of A into a single operation. Keller [5, 3.6] notes that if A and
A′ are augmented A∞-algebras, then there is a bijection between Hom sets
Algaug∞ (A, A
′)←→ DGCcoaug(Baug∞ A, Baug∞ A′). (A.1.2)
We also need some details about the cobar construction.
Definition A.2. Given a coaugmented DG coalgebra (C, dC ) with coaugmentation coideal C = cok(k → C), the cobar
construction on C is the augmented DG algebraΩC defined as follows: as an augmented algebra, it is the tensor algebra on
S−1C , and its differential is the sum d = d0 + d1 of the differentials
d0 (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xm) = −
m∑
i=1
(−1)nix1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ dC (xi)⊗ · · · ⊗ xm,
and
d1 (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xm) =
m∑
i=1
ki∑
j=1
(−1)ni+deg aijx1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xi−1 ⊗ aij ⊗ bij ⊗ xi+1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xm
where xi ∈ C , ni = ∑j<i(1 + deg xj) and ∆xi = ∑kij=1 aij ⊗ bij. (As with the bar construction, we conceal the shift S−1.
Also, it is more usual to use bars, not tensors, for the cobar construction, but since we are about to combine this with the bar
construction, we want different notation for the two.) Since ΩC is the tensor algebra on S−1C , the element x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xm
lies in degree
∑
(1+ deg xi).
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Since the bar construction Baug∞ A is a coaugmented DG coalgebra, one may apply the cobar construction to it.
Definition A.3 ([21, Section 2.3.4]). Let A be an augmented A∞-algebra. Its enveloping algebra is the augmented DG algebra
ΩBaug∞ A.
At the level of DG algebras and coalgebras, the functorsΩ and B are adjoint, so there is a natural transformation id→ BΩ .
When applied to the DG coalgebra Baug∞ A, this yields a DG coalgebra map
Baug∞ A→ BΩ(Baug∞ A).
Also, if R is an augmented DG algebra, then one can view it as an augmented A∞-algebra with trivial higher multiplications,
and in this case, the two bar constructions agree: BR = Baug∞ R. Therefore we can write this DG coalgebra map as
Baug∞ A→ Baug∞ Ω(Baug∞ A).
Then the bijection (A.1.2) gives an A∞-algebra map
A→ ΩBaug∞ A.
One can show that this is an A∞-isomorphism – see [21, 1.3.3.6 and 2.3.4.3]. Thus every A∞-algebra is A∞-isomorphic to a
DG algebra.
Here is the main theorem of this section. It says that Merkulov models (Definition 2.4) are ubiquitous among A∞-algebra
structures withm1 = 0.
Theorem A.4. Let A be an augmented A∞-algebra with m1 = 0. Then A may be obtained as a Merkulov model of its enveloping
algebraΩBaug∞ A.
Proof. First, notation: as indicated above, we write [a1| · · · |an] for a basic tensor in Baug∞ A = T (Sm), and we write
[a11| · · · |a1,n1 ] ⊗ [a21| · · · |a2,n2 ] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [am,1| · · · |am,nm ]
for a basic tensor in ΩBaug∞ A = T (S−1Baug∞ A). We say that the tensor length of such an element is m, and the bar length is
n1 + · · · + nm. The degree of such an element is
(tensor length)− (bar length)+
∑
deg aij.
Note that depending on context, [a1| · · · |an] can mean an element of (Sm)⊗n ⊆ Baug∞ A or an element of (Baug∞ A)⊗1 ⊆ ΩBaug∞ A.
This distinction is most important in grading: for example, as an element of Baug∞ A, [a] has degree −1 + deg a, while as an
element ofΩBaug∞ A, [a] has degree 1− 1+ deg a = deg a.
Now suppose we are given an augmented A∞-algebra (A,mA2,m
A
3,m
A
4, . . .) with m
A
1 = 0. To perform Merkulov’s
construction onΩBaug∞ A, we need to choose a splitting
ΩBaug∞ A = B⊕ H ⊕ L,
as in (2.1.1); we want the resulting multiplication maps mHn : H⊗n → H to agree with mAn , after identifying H with A. We
choose H to be as close to A as possible: we let H be the vector space spanned by the unit 1 ∈ ΩBaug∞ A, together with the
classes [a] ∈ ΩBaug∞ A. For the L summand, we only require that L contains the vector space
L′ = Span{[a1| · · · |an] : n ≥ 2}.
We have no other conditions on L; any choice containing L′ will suffice. Now, we need to verify that L may be chosen to
contain L′; that is, we need to verify that d|L′ is injective. The differential d is defined by d = d0+ d1, as in Definition A.2. On
basis elements of L′, the component d1 is given by
d1[a1| · · · |an] =
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)
∑
j≤i
(−1+deg aj)[a1| · · · |ai] ⊗ [ai+1| · · · |an], (A.4.1)
and d0[a1| · · · |an] is equal to−bn[a1| · · · |an], as given in equation (A.1.1). In particular, d1 increases tensor length by 1 and
preserves bar length, while d0 preserves tensor length and decreases bar length by at least 1. Since d1 is injective on L′, we
conclude that d is injective on L′.
The Merkulov multiplication map mHn is given by m
H
n = pλn, where p is projection onto H , and λn is defined recursively
in (2.1.2). Since we want to show that
mHn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)],
we need to express
λn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an])
as a sum b+ h+ `where b ∈ B, h ∈ H , and ` ∈ L; and further, we want h to equal [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)].
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Given n ≥ 2 and a1, . . . , an ∈ A, let vn = 1+∑s<n(n− s) deg as. We will prove the following formula inductively on n,
for n ≥ 2.
λn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = (−1)vnd1[a1| · · · |an]. (A.4.2)
We claim that this formula implies the following:
Gdλn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = −(−1)vnd0[a1| · · · |an] − [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)], (A.4.3)
λn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = (−1)vnd[a1| · · · |an] + [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)] + Gdλn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) , (A.4.4)
pλn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)], (A.4.5)
Gλn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = (−1)vn [a1| · · · |an]. (A.4.6)
Note that since the image of G is L, (A.4.4) is the desired expression for λn(· · · ) as a sum b+h+`, and (A.4.5) is exactly what
we are trying to prove. First we explain how to derive these consequences from (A.4.2), and then we verify that formula.
Since the differential d is defined by d = d0 + d1, equation (A.4.2) implies
λn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = (−1)vnd1[a1| · · · |an]
= (−1)vnd[a1| · · · |an] − (−1)vnd0[a1| · · · |an]
= (−1)vnd[a1| · · · |an] −
(
(−1)vnd0[a1| · · · |an] + [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)]
)+ [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)].
Now apply d to both sides of this equation: d2 = 0, and also the term [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)] is a cycle, so we find that
dλn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) = −d
(
(−1)vnd0[a1| · · · |an] + [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)]
)
.
Now, every summand in d0[a1| · · · |an] has tensor length one, and the only summand with bar length less than 2 is
(−1)vn+1[mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)]; thus
(−1)vnd0[a1| · · · |an] + [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)]
is in L′ ⊆ L. Since G takes any boundary to the unique class in Lwhich hits it, we see that
Gd (λn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an])) = −(−1)vnd0[a1| · · · |an] − [mAn(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)].
This verifies Eqs. (A.4.3) and (A.4.4). The function p is projection onto the summand H , and the function G is computed
by projection to B and then mapping to the preimage in L of the resulting boundary. Since Eq. (A.4.4) expresses
λn ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) in the form b+h+`with b ∈ B, h ∈ H , and ` ∈ L, we can read off Eqs. (A.4.5) and (A.4.6) immediately.
(For (A.4.6), since n ≥ 2, our choice of L′ ⊆ L guarantees that [a1| · · · |an] is in L.)
Nowwe prove (A.4.2) using induction on n. When n = 2, λ2 is justmultiplication inΩBaug∞ A, andmultiplication inΩBaug∞ A
is concatenation of tensors, so
λ2 ([a1] ⊗ [a2]) = [a1] ⊗ [a2].
The formula for d1 from (A.4.1) yields the equation
d1[a1|a2] = (−1)−1+deg a1 [a1] ⊗ [a2].
This verifies (A.4.2) when n = 2.
Now we proceed to the inductive step. We assume that Eq. (A.4.2)–(A.4.6) are valid for all s < n. The map λn is defined
recursively as
λn =
n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1λ2 (Gλs ⊗ Gλn−s) ,
where Gλ1 = −id and λ2 = (multiplication). The left side of (A.4.2) is
λn([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) =
n−1∑
s=1
(−1)s+1λ2 (Gλs ⊗ Gλn−s) ([a1] ⊗ · · · ⊗ [an]) .
Using the Koszul sign convention and (A.4.6), we get
=
n−1∑
s=1
(−1)bs [a1| · · · |as] ⊗ [as+1| · · · |an],
where
bs = s+ 1+
∑
i≤s
(n− i+ 1) deg ai +
n−1∑
i=s+1
(n− i) deg ai.
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The formula for d1 gives
d1[a1| · · · |an] =
n−1∑
s=1
(−1)cs [a1| · · · |as] ⊗ [as+1| · · · |an],
where
cs =
∑
i≤s
(−1+ deg ai) = −s+
∑
i≤s
deg ai.
The ratio of the signs is
parity(bs + cs) = parity
(
1+
∑
i≤s
(n− i) deg ai +
n−1∑
i=s+1
(n− i) deg ai
)
= parity
(
1+
∑
i<n
(n− i) deg ai
)
= parity(vn),
as desired. This finishes the induction, hence the verification of equation (A.4.2), hence the proof of the theorem. 
One consequence of Theorem A.4 is the following extension of Theorem 3.1. The difference between the theorem and its
extension is in the choice of A∞-algebra structures: in the theorem, the structure was required to come from a Merkulov
model for the DG algebra A, while we can now use Theorem A.4 to show that the result depends only on the isomorphism
type of the A∞-algebra structure.
Corollary A.5. Let A be a DG algebra. The result of Theorem 3.1 depends only on the isomorphism type of the A∞-structure of HA.
More precisely, choose an A∞-algebra structure for HA so that there is an A∞-algebra isomorphismHA→ A, as in Theorem 2.1.
Fix n ≥ 3. If α1, . . . , αn ∈ HA are elements such that the Massey product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is defined, then with b as in Theorem 3.1,
(−1)bmn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn) ∈ 〈α1, . . . , αn〉.
A direct proof of this seems technically difficult: given an A∞-isomorphism f : (H,m2,m3, . . .)→ (H,m′2,m′3, . . .)with
f1 = id, one would want to show that
mn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn)−m′n(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn) (A.5.1)
is always in the indeterminacy of the Massey product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉. Although one can use the morphism identity MI(n)
to rewrite this difference in terms of the morphism f , indeterminacy computations for Massey products are notoriously
difficult (and often seem to lead to errors), so we use the following, less direct, proof. (And thus one sees as a consequence
that the expression (A.5.1) is in fact in the indeterminacy of the Massey product.)
Proof. First note that if f : A→ A′ is a DG algebra map and 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is defined in HA, then 〈f (α1), . . . , f (αn)〉 is defined
in HA′, and
f (〈α1, . . . , αn〉) ⊆ 〈f (α1), . . . , f (αn)〉.
(The map f will take any defining system for 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 to a defining system for 〈f (α1), . . . , f (αn)〉.)
Now fix n ≥ 3 and elements α1, . . . , αn ∈ HA such that the Massey product 〈α1, . . . , αn〉 is defined. Suppose that
H = (H,m2,m3, . . .) is an A∞-algebra structure on HA such that there is an A∞-isomorphism H → A. We want to show
that
(−1)bmn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn) ∈ 〈α1, . . . , αn〉.
Consider the following diagram:
H
∼ /
∼Mer

A
∼

ΩBaug∞ H
∼
DG
/ ΩBA
DG
V
The maps marked ‘‘DG’’ are DG maps, and the rest are A∞-algebra maps. According to Theorem A.4, we may assume that H
is given its A∞-algebra structure via a Merkulov model onΩBaug∞ H , and we have indicated this by labeling the appropriate
arrowwith ‘‘Mer’’. SinceΩ and B are adjoint functors, there is a natural DG algebramapΩBA→ A; this is the DGmap going
up. All of the maps in the diagram are quasi-isomorphisms; indeed, the map H → A lifts the identity on H , and the map
ΩBaug∞ H → ΩBA induces the identity map id : H → H .
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The map of DG algebras ΩBaug∞ H → A induces an inclusion of Massey products, as noted above. That is, with a slight
abuse of notation (since the induced map on homology is the identity),
〈α1, . . . , αn〉H(ΩBaug∞ H) ⊆ 〈α1, . . . , αn〉H(A).
Since H comes from a Merkulov model onΩBaug∞ H , it satisfies Theorem 3.1, so
(−1)bmn(α1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ αn) ∈ 〈α1, . . . , αn〉H(ΩBaug∞ H).
This finishes the proof. 
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